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HOW TO BECOME A NURSE, FROM START TO FINISH Get this  bestseller and start the journey!

YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re about to discover how to... Reach your dream ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦. Becoming a nurse! Since

you have decided to become a nurse, you may have a lot of questions concerning: How to choose a

nursing school, How to Become a RN, How to become a LPN, What is the difference between RN &

LPN & BSN. In addition to Ã¢â‚¬Å“HowÃ¢â‚¬Â• to become a nurse: You may ask, How to be

successful as a nursing student. My name is Caroline Porter Thomas and I am the author of this

book. I wrote this book out of huge concern with how difficult & confusing the process of becoming a

nurse was. I had a difficult time choosing a program that was right for me, gaining acceptance into a

nursing program & then passing the extremely difficult nursing program and NCLEX examination. I

was also very concerned, because I really wanted to become a nurse; however had a C average in

high school and had taken a 5 year break since graduation. In addition to that, I was told in the 8th

grade that I had a learning disability and was held back and entire year. So when I made the

decision to find a way to become a nurse, I knew the odds were against me. However, I learned a

few key study tips & techniques that I will share with you in this book which enabled me to start

nursing school with a 3.7 gpa and also graduated nursing school with honors. Here Is A Preview Of

What You'll Learn... The benefits of being a nurse Where do you startWhat you should know before

you starthow to transition to nursing courseshow to use your nursing class time effectivelyAdvice

from 25 different nursing professors nationwide: Including Yale & Johns HopkinsHow to stay

focused & EnergizedHow to Enjoy the ProcessMuch, much more! Purchase your copy today! Take

action today and purchase the book that can truly change your life.  Check Out What Others Are

Saying... Ã¢â‚¬Å“I purchased the book How To Succeed in Nursing School, from ! I loved it!! I read

it right before I started nursing classes a couple weeks ago! This book made me feel one step

ahead before I even started classes; I felt like I was more prepared than many of the other students

in my class. The book gives so much great advice for nursing students to help us succeed.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

Brooke Obermeier "Caroline's books and videos have helped me out so much. I feel so prepared for

nursing school and am so glad that she took the time to instill in us readers all she knows."  Brianna

Sam- Texas Tech University "I had no idea how to study for anatomy and physiology let alone

nursing classes before reading "How to Succeed in Nursing School." After reading this book multiple

times I have enacted Caroline's techniques and I can say that they have truly changed my

academics forever. I'm more confident than I ever have been and am confident I can pass with

honors as well as pass the NCLEX the first time. I'm so grateful for this material that Caroline has

published!" Evan Davison - The Ohio State University Tags: Nursing School, Nursing school



supplies, Nursing school gifts, Nursing school books, Become a nurse, Become a registered nurse,

Become a rn, Become a license practical nurse, Become a lpn, Nursing student gifts, Nursing

student supplies, Nursing student accessories, Nursing stuff, Nursing student shirts, Student nurse

accessories, Student nurse gifts, How to become a nurse, Becoming a nurse book, Becoming a

nurse, How to become a registered nurse, Becoming a registered nurse, Steps to become a nurse,

Nurse school, Top nursing schools, How many years to become a nurse, What education is needed

to become a nurse
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Caroline Porter Thomas is the author of How to Succeed in Nursing School & New Nurse? How to

Get Keep and LOVE Your First Job as a Nurse. Which offers a revolutionary approach to achieving

success in nursing school and as a Nurse. Caroline graduated from Fayetteville State University, in

May 2008, with a bachelorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s degree in nursing. Currently, she works as an RN with

Parallon Workforce Management Solutions in Miami FL in the Telemetry Float pool. Ms. Porter

Thomas passed the NCLEX examination on her first attempt; however, her nursing school had an

overall 42% first time pass rate in 2008. Since becoming aware of the fact that many of her

classmates struggled through nursing school, her mission has been to identify the traits and

characteristics of successful nursing students so that she can pass them on. Furthermore, Caroline

also became aware of the nursing shortage which she believes is not due to a lack of interest in the

profession, but due to the demanding nursing education curriculum that can be intimidating to

aspiring nurses and difficult for many current students to complete. Subsequently, she decided to



write a book to help all those interested in pursuing a career in nursing. In her book, Caroline has

included specific strategies that she created and used to cultivate motivation and study effectively.

When Caroline was in nursing school, there were so many times she said to herself, Ã¢â‚¬Å“I wish

I knew this before,Ã¢â‚¬Â• or, Ã¢â‚¬Å“How on earth do I study for these exams!Ã¢â‚¬Â• After

completing nursing school with honors, and passing the NCLEX on the first attempt, she realized

she had a lot to offer to those who are just beginning their journey. In addition to providing her own

insight, Ms. Porter Thomas interviewed 25 different nursing professors nationwide on what the

habits of successful nursing students are. These instructors were from community colleges,

universities, and even from prestigious schools of nursing like Yale, and Johns Hopkins. This book

also includes positive testimonials from students, recent nursing graduates, and even nurses who

have been in the profession for over 30 years. This material is intended to provide additional

motivation to help students in overcoming the rigors of nursing education. Through her book and

public speaking, Caroline Porter is dedicated to fulfilling her life's purpose of helping people live

more empowered and joy-filled lives through the vocation of nursing. You can reach her at:

Caroline@EmpoweRN.com

This book has helped me prepare mentally and physically for my first semester in nursing school. I

am so happy it was offered as a Kindle version as it makes it easier for me to have with me

wherever I am. There are detailed step by step suggestions as how to study for nursing school

exams. Since these exams are unlike any other exams I have taken, using the suggestions from

Caroline Porter Thomas's book has built my confidence in my test taking skills by making me feel

prepared. This is a great book for any pre-nursing and is still really great while presently being a

nursing student.

I stumbled upon Carolines youtube channel and noticed her mention that she wrote a book. Without

a question I purchased her book. I wanted to become a nurse since high school but when I started

college I realized how difficult the program seems to be so I decided to change my major. Long

story short, I realized what I loved to do and how much I want to take care of people etc. Reading

this book gave me SO MUCH motivation to try my hardest and go through the program. From what

I've seen/read NS is not actually extremely difficult and going through hell like what some people

make it out to be its just VERY time consuming. I like how in each chapter there is a short story

about a students experience. She gives goo basic info for anyone. I plan on buying her other book

hopefully when i will be graduating.



I am returning to school to become a nurse soon, while doing some research online I saw some of

Caroline's youtube videos and when I found out she wrote a book I ordered right away. This book

has a lot of information on what it is like to be a nurse, the paths you can follow to become one,

what to consider in choosing schools, how to study for sciences and core classes, and much

more.Her writing style is also easy to follow and fun to read. I could not put the book down once I

started.I would highly recommend this book to anyone thinking about going to nursing school or

even to someone who is already studying nursing. It also offers motivation, health tips and advice

from nursing professors.

I found Caroline on You Tube while looking for some help to get me through nursing school. She is

very positive and shares many of her struggles while she was attending nursing. I found her videos

so helpful that I had to purchase her book. It was so worth the investment! Not only was it inspiring,

but I have used many helpful tips. There is advice from other professors on how to achieve your

goals. I am so happy to have come across Caroline and I would recommend her book to anyone

who is thinking of becoming a nurse or struggling in the nursing program. She is a very humble

person and seems to make time for questions. Thanks for your help Caroline! second semester

nursing student

I bought Becoming Nursey, thinking that would be my go-to book for preparing for Nursing School.

It's fantastic, but more for recent nursing school grads. THIS book is essential for those preparing

for nursing school. I ordered it around February(ish). I've read it once and I've marked all the

sections I want to read again right before I start nursing school this Fall 2015. I've heard horror

stories about the intensity of nursing school. This book doesn't sugar coat it, but it does remind me

why I chose to do this when I start to feel like I've gotten myself into an iffy situation. I'm so excited

to get started and my summer is being dedicated to one summer class and nursing school prep! If

you have the time I highly suggest this book and Straight A Nursing Student. You honestly need

them both.

I watched her YouTube videos before and decided to read her book during my summer break! Well,

I am so glad i did! Whether you're a HS, pre-nursing, or nursing student, I would definitely suggest

you purchase this! Its such a great book! Helpful tips and wonderful advice. I find it amazing how

Caroline put in all her time & devotion into this book to help & guide others. She's truly an



inspiration. Using her study tips and guidance, I'll definitely strive to be an honor student just like her

during my first semester of NS! Thanks Caroline, love ya :)

It arrived on time and all!!! I just haven't had time to really read a lot of it yet. But what I have read,

has been great!!!

Caroline shares a lot of great information for those in nursing school or those who may be

contemplating attending. The thing that I liked most about the book (and subsequently, her

YouTube videos and online info) is that she has such a positive attitude about nursing school and

nursing as a career. Most of the info found from nursing students online seems to be negative -

complaining about how hard the school is, or how awful their patients are. This book is a breath of

fresh air. Not only does she give great study and career ideas, she gives you ways to stay positive

when the going gets rough. Highly recommended!
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